About Symtrax x
Symtrax is a global organization specializing in Document and Data Management solutions. Compleo
Suite is our automated, multi-system, SAP-integrated document management software. We provide
an efficient means to generate and distribute documents with the power of the SAP Cloud Platform.
Users from different entities can easily collaborate to ensure invoices, legal agreements, proposals,
and other documents all meet the same standards.

Embrace Cloud Document Management
Compleo Suite’s modules help facilitate and manage ERP-generated documents. Create reports,
make design changes, and share the results through a unique link instead of an attachment. With
multilingual text translation, versioning views, and interconnective capability features, your company
can stay competitive while effortlessly reaching out to clients and partners – no SAP access required.

Symtrax is a certified SAP Silver Partner.
Our products work easily alongside SAP software, including
ECC and SAP R/3, as well as other integrated third party
platforms like Sharepoint and Amazon Web Services.
Department heads have the chance to implement an
automated document lifecycle to avoid backlog and digitize
existing processes.

Kevin Sheen - Basis Admin II @ MSA
“What used to take hours of my time can now be completed within a few minutes thanks to distribution
automation. Now instead of each person individually pulling reports, I am able to generate reports
and email them out automatically. This has saved us valuable time and money.”

How can Compleo Suite help you?

Innovative Document Solutions
Connect to cloud applications as needed, no matter what ERP you use
Track distribution and gain insight from document activities
Refer to previous document versions within a single interface
Add digital signatures to PDFs with DocuSign
Integrate with third party solutions such as AWS, SAP Cloud Platform, and Dropbox
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